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Historical paranormal romance like no other. Get both books in C.J. Archer's THE WITCHBLADE

CHRONICLES in a single volume for one low price. Each book in this boxed set is available for

purchase separately, but by buying them in this bundle, you're getting a better deal! Praise for the

books in THE WITCHBLADE CHRONICLES"This story was quick to grab my interest, and I

remained enraptured as it unfolded page after page. I thought it was uncommonly well conceived

and beautifully constructed. Nick is an outstanding love match for Isabel...In short, I loved this story

and look forward to the next book in the series." ~ 5 "cups" from Coffee Time Romance & More"I

could not put down Honor Bound. Isabel is a strong woman in a time where men ran the world and

all those in it...you shouldn't hesitate to read this book." ~ rated A (a keeper) at Once Upon A

Chapter reviewsHONOR BOUNDIsabel's quiet life as an assistant to one of London's famous

apothecaries hides a deadly secret. A secret that could see her put on trial for witchcraft if the

authorities uncover the truth. But when the authority figure who turns up at her shop is Sir Nicholas

Merritt, she's at risk of losing more than her life. She could lose her heart and soul, and the man she

loves.KISS OF ASHAfter accidentally setting his house alight, Pippa leaves behind her ruthless

uncle and travels to the home of Lord Ashbourne to search for her only friend. Disguised as a boy,

Pippa accepts a job as page of the wardrobe to Ash, a man as mysterious as he is dangerous.
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This collection of books was a great read. Rich in plots that flowed well and had me guessing what

will happen to the very end. I was glued to the page if these well written stories. It also had just the

right amount of tactfully written but no less steamy sex scenes for my taste ;) I look forward to

reading more from this author. Bravo!

I bought the Witchblade Chronicles because the price was right and I am very happy I did. I'm not

much for historical novels on the whole, but the author does a fine job of telling the tale of two

witches and the possible consequences during a time when witchcraft was a burning offense.The

Witchbalde Chronicles was an easy and delightful read with action, romance, and tastefully written

erotica. I enjoyed the read!

I always enjoy reading this author's books. This one was as good as I expected. There was action,

mystery, romance and more. The paranormal is not overwhelming and adds to the story line. I

would recommend this box set to anyone.

Very enjoyable read. I did prefer the first book due to more details of how her magic felt/worked.

Would have liked even more depth into her abilities. Overall these stories are fun and I like the

authors view of positive healing through transferring energy.

This set of two books is a wonderful 16th century story of two friends and the loves they find. I

enjoyed the treatment of witches at that time and that they found their true love. One thing I would

have liked would be more inclusion of the first book circumstances in the second title, so we could

see how their marriage was progressing.

While these were definitely easy to read romance novels, the story in each of them is very good.

These also had a hint of the paranormal in them as well, with the main women in them having some

powers. It's a side plot, though, really, and only adds to the story. There were a few times where

they were able to save a life, or throw something or someone, but nothing epic or truly strange. I

liked that it wasn't the overarching theme, but merely something to add interest and another level to



the characters. These books made me say "aahhh" in all the right parts, which I consider a good

romance trait.

I can not wait for the next book. Maybe one about Ashes sister. I have enjoyed reading all of C. J. I

enjoy reading about the witches and demons in this time period. She will keep you waiting for

something else to happen to the main characters.

Every book I have read by CJ Archer has been very enjoyable. The stories take you through twists

and turns. Highland and low emotions. All the books were great to read.
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